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1. Introduction to EuroBirdPortal and its relevance for 
updating the Key Concepts Document  
 
Unlike more traditional monitoring projects, which focus on structured data collection 
based on standardised recording protocols at a sample of study sites, the online bird 
data gathering portals aim mainly to obtain data from the relatively unstructured but 
intensive and widespread activities of birdwatchers. There are nearly 40 
national/regional online portals operating in Europe and the main purpose of the 
EuroBirdPortal (EBP) project is to combine their data in order to describe large scale 
spatiotemporal patterns of bird distribution and their changes over time. The fact that 
online bird portals collect data from all bird species and all year-round is what makes 
them uniquely valuable for determining the periods of migration. However, coverage 
still remains poor in some areas and complete lists data, from which the most robust 
phenological patterns can be derived, are not yet collected in sufficient numbers across 
large parts of Europe.   
 
1.1. Introduction to the Key Concepts Document and the 
information provided in this report 
 
This document addresses the Key concepts of Article 7(4) of Directive 2009/147/EC on 
the period of reproduction and prenuptial migration of huntable bird species under the 
European Union’s Birds Directive (2009/147/EC). In line with common usage we refer 
to this as the Key Concepts Document (KCD). Essentially the onset of spring migration 
is used to define the end of the hunting season while the end of the breeding period is 
used to define the start of autumn hunting. Hunting seasons are defined for individual 
EU Member States, who may set different start and end dates in different parts of their 
countries where there is regional variation in the timing of migration and breeding, in 
accordance with Article 7 of the Birds Directive. Thus the relevant government 
departments and conservation agencies in each country require information on the onset 
of spring migration and the end of the breeding period for all listed species that are 
present in their countries. The overall process is co-ordinated by the European 
Commission who aim to ensure that there is a consistent approach across member 
states. Much of the information on migration and breeding periods will be gathered 
within individual member states but because the process relates to migratory species it 
will often be appropriate to additionally take account of information from other parts of 
the flyway and particularly from adjacent countries.  
 
Here we concentrate on the use of online bird portal data, primarily for determination of 
the onset of spring migration, because observational data of the type gathered by 
national portals and collated by EuroBirdPortal (EBP) are particularly suitable for 
measuring it. However, the use and relevance of the data on breeding evidence is also 
briefly covered. Finally, we also discuss how bird ringing data from EURING or other 
important data sources can be used to complement the information provided by the 
online portals. Our focus is on large national and regional datasets so we do not discuss 
data that may be available through detailed scientific studies undertaken at particular 
locations. 
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This document addresses three main audiences. First it is intended to inform relevant 
government agencies within EU Member States of the types of information that are 
available. Secondly it provides researchers and scientific advisors responsible for 
advising these agencies with information on the types of data that are available and how 
they should be interpreted. Finally it will help to provide those operating national 
portals with advice on what information they may be asked to provide and on issues to 
be considered when interpreting their data.   
 
1.2. Introduction to the EBP project and the online bird recording 
portals 
 
Unlike more traditional monitoring projects, which focus on structured data collection 
based on standardised recording protocols at a sample of study sites, the online bird data 
gathering portals aim mainly to obtain year-round data from the relatively unstructured 
but intensive and widespread activities of birdwatchers. However, despite the fact that 
data are gathered following simple standardised protocols (e.g. complete lists), or in 
some cases even no protocol (casual observations), the vast amount of data contained in 
these portals and the sheer amplitude of their combined geographical and taxonomic 
coverage offer great potential for research on the temporal and spatial distribution of 
birds across large geographic areas. 
  
The number and diversity of online bird portals operating in Europe is high. Some are 
based on very specific systems and cover a limited geographical area (e.g. a region or 
country) while others function across several countries using the same basic package. 
Although all of them have relatively similar objectives, they essentially work 
independently of each other. 
  
The main purpose of the EuroBirdPortal (EBP) project is to combine the data collected 
by the different online bird recording portals operating in Europe in order to describe 
large scale spatiotemporal patterns of bird distribution (seasonal distributional changes, 
migratory patterns, phenology) and their changes over time. 
  
The EBP is a project of the European Bird Census Council (EBCC) developed through 
a partnership of 81 institutions from 29 different countries that mobilizes the data 
collected by more than 100,000 volunteer birdwatchers. The partnership involves 
biodiversity data centres and reference ornithological institutions in their respective 
countries, building on long-term experience of collecting high quality monitoring data 
from thousands of volunteer birdwatchers and turning this information into sound 
science. 
  
Overall, the online data gathering portals run by the EBP partners collect c. 40 million 
bird records every year thanks to the collaboration of more than 100,000 active 
observers. This is the largest and most dynamic citizen science biodiversity data flow in 
Europe. 
 
1.3. The national/regional online portals operating in the different 
Member States of the European Union 
 

https://eurobirdportal.org/
https://eurobirdportal.org/
https://www.ebcc.info/
https://www.ebcc.info/
https://eurobirdportal.org/ebp/en/partners/
https://eurobirdportal.org/ebp/en/partners/
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There are a total of 36 national/regional online portals operating in the Member States 
of the European Union (Table 1.1). Many of them are unique solutions solely 
implemented in a given region or country (15) but the majority (21) share a common 
basic system or platform that has "regional" (usually country level) versions. These 
common systems or platforms are BirdTrack, eBird, Observation.org and Ornitho. Their 
regional versions are locally adapted (e.g. are in the local language, have specific news 
sections and statistics) but, otherwise, are mostly identical among them or, at least, use 
the same core database, design and functionalities. 
  
Some portals, particularly those using the common platforms, also collect data outside 
their main area of activity (i.e. the country/region indicated in Table 1.1) or even have 
global portals (e.g. BirdTrack, eBird, Observation.org). However, the vast majority of 
data collected in each country or region comes from the portals primarily operating 
there. 
 
 

  

 
 

Table 1.1. Portals operating in the different Member States and their responsible EBP partner 
(1No data on EBP viewer yet, 2 Data submitted but no formal EBP partner yet, 3 No formal EBP 
partner yet). Only the primary recording schemes operating in each country are indicated. Note 

that some portals (e.g. BirdTrack, eBird, Observation.org, Ornitho, Trektellen) collect some 
data in other areas or even worldwide.  

   
1.4. Main characteristics of the data collected 
 
Online bird recording portals collect data on all bird species year-round thanks to the 
collaboration of large numbers of volunteer birdwatchers. Data collection protocols are 
kept reasonably simple while the feedback given back to the participants in the form of 
maps, lists and tables is, in general, very comprehensive. This attracts maximum 
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participation and ensures that observers use the portal as a kind of online notebook of all 
their birdwatching activities, promoting widespread data gathering throughout the year. 
  
The basic data collected includes species, date, location, and whether all species 
detected were reported (i.e. do the data comprise a complete list). Casual records are 
those that do not form part of complete lists and only provide presence information. In 
contrast, complete lists contain much more valuable presence/absence data (strictly 
detection/non detection data). Many observations also include the number of individuals 
of each species observed (counts) and, in the case of complete lists, some additional 
contextual data about the whole observational event (e.g. start and end time, distance 
travelled/area covered). Despite being a very simple protocol, therefore, complete lists 
not only provide presence/absence data but usually also information about recording 
effort (see section 6.1). Most portals also allow observers to provide additional detailed 
information on a given observation (e.g. age and sex, breeding evidence, comments) but 
always in an optional manner. 
  
Several portals also include data from standard monitoring schemes (e.g. common 
breeding bird census, winter waterbird counts), but in general, this is only a small 
proportion of the whole dataset. 
 
 
1.5. Quality checks and overall reliability of the data collected 
 
All online portals have a data verification process in place. Usually, a combination of 
automated data filters and a network of local expert reviewers is used. Data filters are 
most often used to flag the records which are unusual because of the species (e.g. a 
vagrant is reported), timing (e.g. a summer visitor observed in mid-winter) or location 
(e.g. a bird observed well outside its known range for a given time period), but some 
portals can also flag records when observed in a unusual altitude or because the number 
of birds reported is too high. These filters are mostly set up once, but can be updated 
from time to time using the new data collected by the system or through additional 
expert advice. 
  
To further ensure their effectiveness, filters are often fully embedded in the data entry 
process, warning the observer about potential errors as they are about to be entered (e.g. 
showing a warning message or preventing data from being submitted before it is double 
checked). Most errors are due to typing errors (e.g. selecting the wrong species from a 
dropdown menu or typing the wrong number when indicating the count or the date), 
therefore, if the observer is conveniently warned many of them are already corrected 
before being submitted. 
  
Records that end up being submitted and which are flagged are subsequently reviewed 
by a network of local experts who will be responsible for making a final decision 
regarding the record’s validity. The network of local experts is usually formed by a 
combination of experts on certain regions or areas and experts on certain groups of 
species. These experts not only validate the data flagged automatically by the internal 
filters, they also routinely check the entire database using the different tools and outputs 
provided by each system (tables, maps, graphs) to flag and review additional dubious 
records. Such networks of experts are usually big and active enough to detect most of 
the obvious errors in a matter of hours. In the Ornitho system, for instance, it is 
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estimated that 80% of the errors are detected in less than 72 hours. The reviewers 
usually have special login credentials that allow them not only to see all flagged records 
but also to communicate with the observers about their records and to check or 
intervene in other validation processes. 
  
In the case of national or regional rarities, most portals work closely with the 
corresponding Regional or National Rarities Committees to ensure that the 
corresponding records also go through the usual validation process for rarities. In fact, 
some Regional or National Rarities Committees use the online portals as the sole 
framework where the whole process related to rarities (submission and verification) is 
done.   
  
Once a final decision is taken by the corresponding committee or team of reviewers, 
records in process of validation are either unflagged or marked as unconfirmed (or not-
accepted). Unconfirmed records are retained (e.g. for the own use and interest of the 
individual observer and to be available if future reassessment is required) but, like 
flagged ones, not shown in public outputs (e.g. listings, graphs, etc.) nor used in any 
kind of analysis. 
  
For the 105 species shown in the EBP viewer (see section 2), additional data quality 
checks are conducted using a specific online tool that allows partners to delete any 
wrong record that still may be apparent in the viewer maps. This tool works in real-
time. Therefore, anytime that a wrong record is deleted all affected maps are 
automatically corrected.  
 
Despite all the efforts directed to ensure data quality, the sheer quantity of records 
collected by the EBP partner's local online portals (c.50 million new records every year) 
is too big as to ensure that they are completely error-free. However, the potential 
existence of a few erroneous records, which anyway is inherent to any big database, 
does no dismiss the immense value of the data collected. There is now a substantial and 
growing body of evidence demonstrating that robust ecological conclusions concerning 
distributions and phenology can be drawn from data of this kind (Baillie et al., 2006; 
Fink et al., 2010; La Sorte et al., 2018; Newson et al., 2016a). 
 
 
1.6. Main potential and limitations of data from online portals 
 
The fact that online bird portals collect data from all bird species and all year-round is 
what makes them uniquely valuable for determining phenological patterns across much 
of Europe. As explained in detail in the next sections (particularly, sections 2.3, 3.3 and 
6), however, this does not come without some limitations or important caveats. These 
can be summarised as follows:   

  
● Coverage remains poor in some entire countries or significant parts of them (see 

section 3.1). 
  
● Complete list data, from which the most robust phenological patterns can be 

derived, are not yet collected in sufficient numbers across large parts of Europe. 
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● Online bird portals provide huge datasets of observational data but do not 
provide information on the movements of individual birds. Therefore, specialist 
expertise in migration ecology or the use of complementary data, particularly 
those derived from ringing or tracking, are generally required to make sound 
interpretations of the spatiotemporal patterns derived from them. 
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2. How to use the maps and graphs available on the EBP to 
update the KCD? 
 
The EBP online viewer shows a set of different animated maps and phenological 
graphs depicting the week-by-week distributional patterns of 105 species, 28 of which 
are huntable, thanks to the 205 million bird records submitted between 2010 and 2016 
to the on-line bird recording portals run by the project partners. The geographic 
coverage of the viewer includes all Member States except Lithuania and Malta plus 
some non-EU countries (Andorra, Israel, Norway, Switzerland and Turkey). Although 
some useful country-specific information can be extracted from the EBP viewer maps, 
their real value resides in their capability to provide a continental overview of the main 
spatiotemporal patterns of bird distributions. To take into account such large-scale 
overview can be important when trying to understand the overall progress of migratory 
movements and to correctly interpret the precise country or regional phenological 
patterns obtained using other, more suitable, sources of information. Moreover, this 
continental overview can be particularly useful when trying to define migration periods 
in countries with poor coverage. 

 
2.1. Introduction to the EBP viewer 
 
The EBP viewer shows animated maps depicting the week-by-week distributional 
patterns of 105 species, 28 of which are huntable according to the Birds Directive 
2009/147/EC (Table 2.1). Currently, the viewer maps show data for the period 2010 to 
2016 but by the end of 2018 a new, near "real-time", version of the viewer is expected 
to be launched. The available species will be the same (at least in the short term), but 
unlike the current one, this version will be updating its content on a weekly basis and 
show data from January 2010 up to the previous week, hence the term "real-time" (for 
more details see this link). 
  
Currently, the geographic coverage of EBP viewer includes all Member States except 
Lithuania and Malta plus some non-EU countries (Andorra, Israel, Norway, Switzerland 
and Turkey; Figure 2.1). 
 
 
 

https://life.eurobirdportal.org/overview
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Figure 2.1. Geographical coverage of the current version of the EBP viewer (EU Member States 
are shown in green).   
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Table 2.1. List of the non-huntable and huntable bird species (Birds Directive 
2009/147/EC) currently available in the EBP viewer and those that are huntable but not 

yet available. 
 
2.2. Description of the maps and graphs available, the kind of 
information that they contain and its main limitations 
 
A total of five types of animated species maps are shown in the EBP viewer. These 
maps are formed by 52 frames, each one providing a snapshot of the distribution of 
birds in each of the 52 weeks of the year. Therefore, moving forward or backward the 
animation, week by week, it is very easy to grasp the overall year-round changes in bird 
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distribution ("bird movements"). Rather than checking one single static map, it is 
possible to view an entire chronological series of weekly map snapshots that gives real 
added value to the EBP viewer visualizations.  
  
Moreover, to facilitate direct comparison, two animated maps of any species, year and 
type can be selected to be shown simultaneously (Figure 2.2). It is also possible to select 
"All years" maps, which combine all seven years of available data, to visualize the 
overall seasonal patterns of bird distribution rather than that of one specific year. 
Calendar years (for example “2014”) or July to June inter-annual cycles (for example 
“2015/16”) can be selected. In the latter, the time series starts at week number 27 of the 
first year (2–8 July), and finishes in week number 26 of the following year (25 June – 1 
July). When selecting natural years the time series starts in week number 1 (1–7 
January) and finishes in week number 52 (26–30 December). February 29th is included 
in week 9 (26 February - 4 March) and, currently, December 31st data is not used). To 
easily learn how to use the EBP viewer and its different functionalities check this users 
video guide. 
  

 
 

Figure 2.2. The EBP viewer allows easy comparison of the week-by-week distributional 
patterns of different species or different years of the same species (link).  

 
The species maps shown in the EBP demo viewer are based on 205 million bird records 
submitted between 2010 and 2016 to the on-line bird recording portals run by the 
project partners (see section 1). These records were subsequently aggregated by week 
and 30x30 km square (based on the European Environment Agency reference grid 
ETRS89-LAEA) summarizing information on the number of observations of each 
species, the number of counted birds and the recording effort (number of complete lists 
and total number of records and observers). Four of the species maps (occurrence, 
traces, counts and phenology) reflect, in different ways, the raw information contained 
in the aggregated data. A fifth map (corrected regional occurrence), currently 
unavailable, uses various analytical procedures to account for heterogeneity in 
observational effort and species reporting rates (it is expected to be available again by 
the end of 2018). In all cases, only those 30x30 km squares including terrestrial areas 
are shown in the maps. 
 

https://youtu.be/zrkWkCNz4hM
https://youtu.be/zrkWkCNz4hM
https://youtu.be/zrkWkCNz4hM
https://eurobirdportal.org/ebp/en/#home/HIRRUS/r2000/LANCOL/r2000/
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Occurrence map 
These maps show the 30x30 km squares where the 
selected species was recorded or not each week. Note 
that not all species detected end up being reported and, 
thus, the absence of records in a given square does not 
automatically mean that the species was not observed 
there. 
 

 

 

Traces map 
These maps show the 30x30 km squares where the 
selected species has been recorded during each week but 
also during the two previous ones, enhancing the 
visualization of rapid temporal changes in distribution 
and their “traces” over time. The orange symbol 
indicating that the species was recorded in a given week 
increases in size and transparency the older the record 
(i.e. up to 2 weeks ago). Note that not all species 
detected end up being reported and, thus, the absence of 
records in a given square does not automatically mean 
that the species was not observed there. 

 

 

Counts map 
These maps show the maximum count recorded for the 
selected species in each 30x30 km square and week (in 
"All years" maps, the average of the maximum count of 
each year is shown). Note that the original counts used to 
obtain these figures mostly refer to casual counts or 
rough estimates of the number of birds detected in a 
given site and date. Only rarely they refer to formal 
censuses or exhaustive counts. These maps, therefore, 
only show a rough approximation of the real variability 
in bird numbers across space and time. Also take into 
account that not all species detected end up being 
reported and not all detected species are counted; thus 
the absence of records in a given square does not 
automatically mean that the species was not observed 
there. 
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Corrected regional occurrence (CRO) map 
These maps make use of a complex set of spatial and 
temporal aggregation and smoothing procedures to 
account for differences in observational effort and 
reporting activity of the observers (for more details see 
this link). They are specifically intended to help visualize 
large-scale temporal changes in bird distributions and 
thus they should not be interpreted at a local scale. For 
each 30x30 km square and week these maps depict the 
estimated regional frequency of occurrence of the 
selected species. Modelling the spatial and temporal 
dynamics of bird distributions is one of the main but 
challenging objectives of the EBP project. This work is 
underway and, therefore, it has to be stressed that the 
maps shown here are very preliminary. 

 

 

Phenological map 
These maps depict the phenology of the selected species 
in eight different geographical sectors according to the 
percentage of 30x30 km squares where the species was 
recorded in each sector and week. The weekly value of 
the selected year ("Weekly value") and the mean for the 
2010-2016 period are shown. 
 

 
It is very important to understand how presence/absence information is depicted in the 
occurrence, traces and counts maps (see Figure 2.3). All these maps only depict 30x30 
km squares that are considered to have been surveyed in a given week (i.e. those where 
at least some species where recorded). The larger symbols (pink, orange or blue 
depending on the map type) indicate the existence of records of the selected species in a 
surveyed square and week while the small grey symbols indicate the lack of them. 
Therefore, areas not covered at all (no species recorded) in any given week can easily be 
identified since they appear black in the maps (no symbol is shown). However, note that 
though, in general, the absence of records of a given species in a surveyed square and 
week does denote a lack of observations of the species it cannot be completely ruled out 
that the species was observed but not reported (remember that, as indicated above, most 
of the data are collected as casual records and, therefore, not all species observed are 
necessarily reported, unlike in complete lists). 

 

https://eurobirdportal.org/ebp/en/help/
https://eurobirdportal.org/ebp/en/help/
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2015 

 
2016 

 
Figure 2.3. Two close-up snapshots of the EBP viewer showing the occurrence of the 

Garganey in early March (5-11 March) in two different years. The symbols identify the 
30x30 surveyed squares (i.e. those where at least some species where recorded in the given 
week), the large pink square signals the ones where the selected species (the Garganey in 

this case) was reported and the small grey square the ones where it was not. The areas 
shown in black (no symbol depicted) signal the 30x30 km squares where no single 

observation (of any species) was reported. Note how the level of coverage in that particular 
week has changed from one year to the next, particularly in Poland.  

 
 
2.3. Guidelines on how to use this information to help define the 
period of pre-nuptial migration 
 
Although some useful country-specific (or even region-specific within countries) 
information can be extracted from the EBP viewer maps, their real value resides in their 
capability to show a continental-wide overview of the main spatiotemporal patterns of 
bird distribution. To take into account such a large-scale overview can be important 
when trying to understand the overall progress of migratory movements and to correctly 
interpret the precise country or regional phenological patterns obtained using other, 
more suitable, sources of information (cf. sections 3 and 4). Moreover, this overview 
can be particularly useful when trying to define migration periods in countries with poor 
coverage. 
  
In any case, before using the information provided by the EBP viewer in relation to the 
update of the KCD document, the following considerations should be taken into 
account: 

  
● Only 28 of the 80 huntable species are currently available in the viewer (Table 

2.1). Seven of which may be hunted in all Member States (Annex IIa).   
  
● All the maps show the distributional/phenological patterns by week intervals, not 

decades, therefore, the information cannot be directly translated to the decades 
format required by the KCD document (see also section 5.4 on the relevance of 
using daily data). 

  
● The phenological graphs shown in the EBP viewer only show broad regional 

patterns (not country by country) and do not compensate for observer effort as 
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effectively as those based on complete list reporting rates. Special attention must 
be paid, therefore, when interpreting these results (see also section 5). 

  
● Coverage is still poor in some entire countries or significant parts of them (cf. 

Figure 3.1 & Table 3.2), particularly in some seasons or years (Figure 2.3). 
Moreover, since complete lists are not yet collected in sufficient numbers in 
large parts of Europe, currently all maps shown in the EBP viewer treat all data 
as casual records. It is very important, therefore, to take into account how 
detection/non-detection information is depicted in the maps (Figure 2.3). 

  
● Each on-line bird recording scheme submitting data to the EBP has its own data 

validation protocols to deal with potentially erroneous observations (section 1). 
Moreover, additional data quality checks are conducted at the EBP level. 
However, overall, the EBP demo viewer synthesises more than 205 million bird 
records in about 44,000 weekly maps. This is too large a number to completely 
discard the possibility that some erroneous observations could still be present in 
a few maps. The existence of some erroneous records or counts, however, 
should not distort the overall large-scale temporal patterns of bird distribution 
shown in the viewer. 

  
● Despite the overall guidelines given here, some expertise is always required to 

make sound interpretations of the information provided by the EBP viewer, 
therefore, we strongly recommended that users should seek advice from local 
ornithological experts (cf. section 4). 

  
● To overcome the main limitations of the information provided by the EBP 

viewer (e.g. reduced taxonomic coverage, lack of country-specific information, 
weekly time periods) it is necessary to use other sources of information, like the 
tools and outputs provided by the local online portals or, better still, to analyse 
their raw data (see sections 4-5 for more details).  

  
To better illustrate how the information provided by the EBP viewer can best be 
interpreted, next we describe patterns observed in the chronological series of map 
snapshots of a few huntable species and give some helpful tips. The examples focus on 
occurrence, counts and phenology maps since these are the ones that offer more readily 
interpretable information in relation to the migration periods. 
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Garganey Anas querquedula 
 

 
Week 7 (12 – 18 Feb) 

 
Week 9 (26 Feb – 4 Mar) 

 
Week 11 (12 – 18 Mar) 

 
Week 13 (26 Mar – 1 Apr) 

 
Week 15 (9 – 15 Apr) 

 
Week 17 (23 – 29 Apr) 

 
Figure 2.4. Snapshots of the occurrence maps of the Garganey for six selected weeks (all years 

combined; see the complete chronological series here). 
 

In summer visitors such as the Garganey, the start of the prenuptial migration can be 
quite easily determined due to the lack of wintering birds. In mid-February (week 7; 
Figure 2.4) only a very few scattered individuals can be seen in Europe but in late 
February-beginning of March (week 9) the arrival of the species starts to be very 
apparent particularly in Spain, France and Italy (see below also). By mid-March (week 

https://eurobirdportal.org/ebp/en/#home/ANAQUE/p2000
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11) the species is already widespread through most of central Europe. In late March 
(week 13) a few birds are detected further north, from Norway to the Baltic countries 
and southern Finland, where the species is progressively becoming more and more 
common (cf. weeks 15 and 17).  
  
The all years maps have the advantage of combining all the available information for 
the period 2010-2016, which is particularly useful for these areas where data or 
coverage is sparse. However, the combination of several years of data in occurrence 
maps can sometimes be misleading, for example suggesting that a given species is more 
common in a given area and time period than it is in reality. Imagine ten records in a 
given week widespread in different 30x30 km squares of the same country. These can 
be quite conspicuous in the maps, but taking into account that 7 years of data have been 
combined, the real frequency of the species in the area and time period would be, really, 
very low, close to zero. This, therefore, has to be taken into account when interpreting 
these maps. 
  
Count maps, particularly in some gregarious species such as wildfowl (see below), can 
be used to overcome this problem since quantity is complementing the coarse 
occurrence information. Another option is to use the phenology maps, which give an 
indication of the relative frequency of the occurrence of the species in different sectors 
of Europe (see above and Figure 2.5). In the case of the Garganey, for example, the 
occurrence map shows quite a lot of occurrence dots already in late February-beginning 
of March in the British Isles and around the Netherlands (week 9; Figures 2.4 & 2.5) 
which may suggest that the arrival takes place in the areas more or less at the same time 
that in more southern European regions. However the phenological graph clearly 
indicates that the passage takes place earlier the further to the south (note how the peak 
of frequency changes from south to north). The size of the sectors used in the EBP 
viewer, however, very much limits the use of these maps at the country or regional level 
and this is one of the reasons why it is so important to determine migration periods 
using reporting rates based on the data available in the local online portals (cf. sections 
4 & 5). 
 
 

 
Week 9 (26 Feb – 4 Mar) 
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Week 11 (12 – 18 Mar) 

 
Figure 2.5. Snapshots of the occurrence and phenology maps of the Garganey for two selected 

weeks (all years combined; see the complete chronological series here). 
 
Checking maps of different years can also help to understand the nature of a given 
occurrence pattern. For example, to see if the pattern is consistent enough across years, 
or mostly due to records collected in a very unusual year (Figure 2.6), or the 
consequence of the combination of small numbers of records collected across many 
years. 
 

 
 

Figure 2.6. Snapshot of the occurrence map of the Garganey on week 10 (5 – 11 March) in 2015 
(left) and 2016 (right). Note that in that week of 2015 migration was much more advanced that 

in 2016 (all years combined; see the complete chronological series here). 
 

 

https://eurobirdportal.org/ebp/en/#home/anaque/p2000/anaque/py2000/
https://eurobirdportal.org/ebp/en/#home/anaque/p2015/anaque/p2016/
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Northern Lapwing Vanellus vanellus 
 

 
Week 4 (22 – 28 Jan) 

 
Week 6 (5 – 11 Feb) 

 
Week 8 (19 – 25 Feb) 

 
Week 10 (5 – 11 Mar) 

 
Week 12 (19 – 25 Mar) 

 
Week 14 (2 – 8 Apr) 
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Week 16 (16 – 22 Apr) 

 
Week 18 (30 Apr – 6 May) 

 
Figure 2.7. Snapshots of the counts maps of the Northern Lapwing for eight selected weeks (all 

years combined; see the complete chronological series here). 
 
In gregarious species such as the Northern Lapwing, the animated count maps may give 
a better overview of the progress of the prenuptial migration (Figure 2.7). In late 
January (week 4) most lapwings are still confined to the main wintering areas and any 
ongoing movements are difficult to detect. However, by early February (week 6), 
migrant Lapwings are already present in countries such as Austria, Czech Republic and 
Slovakia, where the species is mostly absent during the winter. Two weeks later the 
influx of birds is much greater all over this area, Germany and up to Estonia and 
southern Sweden and Finland. In early April (week 14), migration is still intense in 
most of central and northern Europe but it has either finished or is in its last phases in 
the Iberian Peninsula, Italy and southern France. At the start of the second half of April 
(week 16), migration is still intense in the very north (e.g. Sweden and Finland) but at 
the start of May (week 18) it has mostly ceased except, perhaps, in these same more 
northern areas. Note that in the main wintering areas the start of migration is difficult or 
impossible to ascertain using these maps due to widespread presence of wintering birds. 
Also in some of these areas such as western France initiation of breeding behaviour by 
resident birds may occur before the departure of overwintering birds. Thus measures of 
breeding behaviour may provide a better basis for ending the hunting season (see 
section 5.5). 
 

https://eurobirdportal.org/ebp/en/#home/
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Redshank Tringa totanus 
 

 
Week 4 (22 – 28 Jan) 

 
Week 9 (26 Feb – 4 Mar) 

 
Week 12 (19 – 25 Mar) 

 
Week 14 (2 – 8 Apr) 

 
Figure 2.8. Snapshots of the occurrence maps of the Redshank for four selected weeks (all years 

combined; see the complete chronological series here). 
 
The migration activity of some bird species can sometimes be better detected by 
checking the phenological patterns taking place in adjacent areas not usually occupied 
during the wintering or breeding periods (Figure 2.8). The Redshank, for example, 
mainly concentrates in coastal areas of continental western and central Europe during 
the main wintering period (week 4) but during migration also occurs much more inland. 
Note how in early March (week 9) a few migrants are already clearly detected in parts 
of the interior of central Europe and, three weeks later (week 12), passage is very 
noticeable in countries such as Germany and Poland. In early April (week 14) the 
migrants are already common further north, in countries such as Latvia and Finland. 
 
 

https://eurobirdportal.org/ebp/en/#home/TRITOT/p2000
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3. The relevance of the information shown on the 
regional/national portals to update the KCD 
 
Most of the observations collected by the online portals include information about the 
number of individuals detected, not only presence (casual records) or presence/absence 
data (complete lists), although most of these counts are only rough estimates. 
Moreover, several portals also collect standard monitoring data (e.g. breeding atlas, 
common breeding bird census) and breeding evidence information though, in general, 
these datasets only represent a small part of the entire data collected. Nearly all online 
portals have search engines that easily allow querying all these data using different set 
of filters (e.g. species, location, time period). These tools are mostly unrestricted 
expect for sensitive species or records. The output of the queries usually consists of 
maps, lists or tables but in several portals (including some of the most widely used) 
data can be summarized in phenological graphs or diagrams which are particularly 
useful for determining phenological patterns for whole countries or regions. The exact 
way in which the phenological patterns are depicted varies greatly across the portals, 
but overall these cover a large area of the continent and, therefore, allow comparison 
of the patterns among neighbouring areas and can give an overall view on how spring 
migration progresses across its main SW-NE axis. These graphs can also be used to 
provide complementary supporting evidence to more detailed analyses undertaken in 
any given country. Data quality and coverage issues, however, should always be taken 
into account when interpreting these graphs. Most of the data currently collected 
follows no standardized protocol at all (i.e. casual records) and, although the collection 
of complete lists is increasing steadily, it still represents only c. 25% of all the data. 
Overall data collection is also increasing markedly across Europe, but coverage is still 
particularly poor in parts of E Europe and, particularly SW Europe. 

 
3.1. Main characteristics of the data collected by the different online 
portals operating in the Member States 
 
Online bird recording portals collect data all year-round thanks to the relatively 
unstructured but intensive and widespread activities of birdwatchers. This coverage of 
the entire annual-cycle is what makes online bird portal data so valuable for quantifying 
phenological patterns. 
  
This complete seasonal coverage, however, is accomplished by collecting data in a 
much simpler and less structured way. In fact, most of the data currently obtained by the 
online bird portals operating in Europe is collected using no standardized protocols at 
all (i.e. casual records; Figure 3.1 & Table 3.1). The collection of complete lists is 
increasing steadily across the EBP partnership, however, still represents only c. 25% of 
all data collected. In fact, though most of the portals allow and promote complete lists 
recording, only in a few of them is the majority of the data collected in this way (Table 
3.1). In a few countries complete lists are still too scarce (if not completely non-
existent) to be used to estimate phenological patterns (e.g. Scandinavia, Finland; Table 
3.1 & Figure 3.1). 
  
Not only the relative quality of the data changes quite markedly across countries, data 
collection in general also varies greatly from country to country and across different 
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areas within the same country (Figure 3.1 & Table 3.2). In general, coverage is much 
better in S Finland and Scandinavia, most of central and west Europe and parts of the 
Iberian Peninsula and still particularly poor in parts of SE Europe. There is, however, a 
marked increase in data collection across Europe and except for some areas with very 
low human population densities (e.g. N Finland and Norway and parts of Ireland and 
Spain), overall coverage is expected to improve substantially in the next few years.  
  
Most of the observations collected by the online portals include information about the 
number of individuals detected, not only presence (casual records) or presence/absence 
data (complete lists). Although most of these counts are only rough estimates 
(particularly when referring to high numbers), they give a very useful insight on the 
relative abundance of the species across time and space. Several portals also include 
standard monitoring data (e.g. common breeding bird census, winter waterbird counts) 
and their corresponding more precise and exhaustive counts (Table 3.1), but in general, 
these datasets only represent a small part of the entire data collected by them (note that 
standard monitoring data is widely available in Europe but it is often stored in other, 
more specific, databases; cf. section 4.2). 
 

  
 

 
Average 2010-2016 

 

 
Total 2016 

 
Figure 3.1. Number of records (above) and complete lists (below) collected in each 30x30 km 
square across the EBP partnership (figures are based on the data used for the current version of 

the EBP viewer). Bulgaria figures will be much higher once data from the Smartbirds portal 
have been uploaded (only BirdTrack data has been used so far). 
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Table 3.1. Types of data collected and outputs offered by the online portals operating in the 
different Member States (Percentage of records collected in complete lists: *<10%, **10-25%, 

*** 25-50%, **** >50%; 1 Data not collected all year-round; 2 In some portals a minimum 
number of contributions are required to search the entire database). Only the primary recording 
schemes operating in each country are indicated. Note that some portals (e.g. BirdTrack, eBird, 

Observation.org, Ornitho, Trektellen) collect some data in other areas or even worldwide. 
 

 
 

Table 3.2. Number of records of the 28 huntable species (Bird Directive 2009/147/EC) 
available in the EBP viewer collected in each Member State by the partner's online portals 
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(2010-2016 total). Figures have been calculated using the data submitted to the EBP project 
(note that local portals have data for all or most of the huntable species, not only those listed 

here). On the other hand, the figures shown for Bulgaria only reflect the data collected through 
BirdTrack and will be considerably higher once data from the local Smartbirds portal will be 

uploaded. 
 
Nearly all portals collect breeding evidence information, mostly using Atlas breeding 
bird codes which allow observations to be assigned to such key activities as territorial 
bird singing, nest building and to the laying/rearing breeding periods. In fact, several 
European online portals, particularly in E Europe, started as tools for recording breeding 
bird atlas data that were later adapted to collect data yea-round. Despite most observers 
only reporting breeding evidence during the years of fieldwork associated with breeding 
bird atlas projects, several portals may have large enough numbers of records with 
breeding evidence as to help define breeding phenological patterns, particularly when 
no other data sources (e.g. nest record schemes, nestling/chick ringing dates) are 
available (cf. Figure 3.2). Where sufficient data of this kind exist they may be helpful 
for determining the start and end of the breeding period.  
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Figure 3.2. Phenology of the singing and breeding activity of the Song Thrush in Catalonia (NE 
Spain) based on breeding evidence data (atlas breeding bird codes) collected through 

ornitho.cat. 
 
3.2. Brief description of the types of data visualizations offered by 
these portals that could be useful in relation to the update of the 
KCD 
 
Nearly all portals have search engines that allow users to query the corresponding 
database using different set of filters (Table 3.1). In general, data can be filtered by 
species, location (e.g. a given region) and time period (e.g. a given year), but in most 
cases a wider range of options is available, allowing data to be filtered using several 
additional variables (e.g. age/sex of the bird, behaviour (e.g. breeding evidence), type of 
data (e.g. casual or complete lists records), etc.). The output of the queries usually 
consists of lists or tables showing all the observations that match the selected criteria 
but in some portals maps or graphs showing the distribution of the observations are also 
provided. 
  

http://www.ebba2.info/atlas-codes/
http://www.ebba2.info/atlas-codes/
http://www.ebba2.info/atlas-codes/
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The search tools of several portals are mostly unrestricted (except, for example, for 
records of sensitive species or records hidden during sensitive time periods such as 
during nesting). In some cases, the search tool (e.g. Ornitho portals) is somewhat 
restricted (e.g. to the last 15 days) for unregistered users or to those that are registered 
but do not contribute a certain minimum amount of data (usually, as low as one record 
is enough). In any case, since all queries and their associated outputs always have some 
intrinsic limitations even in the most accessible systems (e.g. not necessarily all 
variables of interest are shown in a given output), many portals have put in place special 
access arrangements that can be used to allow access to the whole dataset or to more 
internal outputs for certain users or institutions (e.g. environmental agencies, natural 
parks, etc.).  
  
Although the listings, tables and maps provided by the search tools can be of great help 
when checking specific issues, the outputs that are usually most useful for assessing the 
periods of migration are those that summarize the data in the form of phenological 
graphs or diagrams. Several online systems (including some of the most widely used in 
Europe) offer such outputs (Table 3.1 & 3.3), therefore, given their potential usefulness 
they are described in some detail below. These tools are useful both for determining 
phenological patterns for whole countries and for regions within countries. The latter 
feature may be particularly useful for larger countries where it is considered necessary 
to define the start and end of the hunting season on a regional basis. 
 

 
 

Table 3.3. The information shown in the phenological graphs provided by different online 
systems, the time periods used and the degree of accessibility. 

 
BirdTrack (primary countries of operation in EU: Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece, Ireland, 
Malta, Spain, United Kingdom) 
 
The BirdTrack portal has one of the most directly accessible tools to show species-
specific phenological graphs. This can be found at the bottom of the frontpage of the 
portal, where a graph depicts the phenological pattern of a given species at random each 
time you access it (you can use the species selector located next to the graph to change 
the species; Figure 3.3). A blue line shows the weekly reporting rate (the percentage of 
complete lists that contain each species) for the current year and a red one the average 
reporting rate for all previous years. Hovering over a data point reveals the specific 
statistics for that week. These phenological graphs provide particularly robust measures 
since are based on complete lists reporting rates (see section 5 for more details).  

http://birdtrack.net/
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Figure 3.3. The year-round phenological pattern of the Garganey in Britain and Ireland as 
shown in the frontpage of the BirdTrack portal (link). 

 
A more refined tool can be found in "Reports by species" in the "Maps & reports" menu 
or in "BirdTrack Beta", accessible from "Your options" menu. The tool section 
"Reporting rates" visualizes phenological graphs like those shown in the frontpage but 
with additional fine-tuning options. Data can, for example, be filtered by country or 
region and one or more time series can be shown (typically for different years; Figure 
3.4). Another section of the tool, "Peak count by week", depicts the maximum count for 
the given species and week.  

 

 
 

Figure 3.4. The year-round phenological pattern of the Garganey in Britain and Ireland in 
different years as shown in the "Reports by species" section of BirdTrack (link 1; link 2). 

 
Trektellen (primary countries of operation in EU: Netherlands) 
 
The Trektellen portal has a very useful tool where phenological patterns can easily be 
depicted. In the frontpage, select "Graph" from the "Analysis" dropdown menu and the 
webpage of the tool will open. This tool has a nice set of filters, including country, 
species and year. Data is summarized in terms of the average number of birds per hour 
and week (Figure 3.4) and different years can also easily be compared (Figure 3.5). 
Note that Trektellen focuses mainly on migration sites so interpretation of these graphs 
may be different to those based on data from national portals. 

http://birdtrack.net/
https://app.bto.org/birdtrack/main/data-home.jsp
https://app.bto.org/birdtrack2/main/data-home.jsp
https://app.bto.org/birdtrack2/explore/graph/graph_report_rate.jsp
https://tinyurl.com/yaezpo97
https://www.trektellen.org/
https://www.trektellen.org/species/graph
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Figure 3.5. The year-round phenological 
pattern of the Northern Lapwing in the 

Netherlands as shown in the Trektellen portal 
(link). 

 

 
 

Figure 3.6. The year-round phenological 
pattern of the Northern Lapwing in three 

different years in the Netherlands as shown in 
the Trektellen portal (link). 

 
Observation.org (primary countries of operation in EU: Belgium and Netherlands) 
 
All observation.org portals (cf. Table 3.1) also have a nice tool to visualize the 
phenological patterns of any bird species of interest. Just click on "Species calendar" in 
the Species dropdown menu and a nice diagram summarizing the phenological patterns 
of all bird species will be shown (a blue colour scale depicts the percentage of records of 
each given species in each week; Figure 3.7). Data can be filtered by year, region or bird 
family. Moreover, further details on any given species can be obtained by clicking in its 
name. This will open a new webpage with two graphs showing the historic phenological 
patterns and that of the current year for the selected species (Figure 3.8). The upper 
graph shows the percentage of records based on complete lists and the bottom one the 
percentage based on all the records. The year selector on the top left can be used to 
change the current year. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3.7. The year-round phenological patterns of the bird species of the family Anatidae 
(Ducks, Geese and Swans) in Belgium as shown in observations.be portal (link). 

 

https://www.trektellen.org/species/graph/1/-1/150/0?g=&l=&k=&jaar=2018&jaar2=2017&jaar3=2016&hidempbars=1&
https://www.trektellen.org/species/graph/1/-1/150/0?g=&l=&k=&jaar=2018&jaar2=2017&jaar3=2016&hidempbars=1&
https://observations.be/species_active_week_v2.php?diergroep=1&jaar=0&prov=0&family=134&current_week=0
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Figure 3.8. The year-round phenological patterns of the Greylag Goose in Belgium as shown in 

observations.be portal based on complete lists (upper graph) and all records (bottom graph; 
link). 

 
eBird (primary countries of operation in EU: Portugal and Spain) 
 
The regional eBird portals (cf. Table 3.1) offer a very complete set of tools to depict the 
phenological patterns of bird species. From the frontpage, click on "Explore" and then 
on "Bar charts", a new webpage will be shown where you can select the country, region 
or even a smaller area of interest. Once the area is selected, click the "Continue" button 
and a diagram summarizing the phenological patterns of all bird species in the given 
area will be shown (the size of the green rectangles depict the frequency of observation 
in each week; Figure 3.9). To get further information for any given species just click on 
its name and another webpage will be opened (Figure 3.10). In addition to the above 
diagram, this page shows also a frequency graph depicting the reporting rate in each 
week (i.e. the percentage of complete lists that contain each species). Being based in 
complete lists, these graphs are very informative, however, you can also select other 
graphs which are based on counts (e.g. "Abundance" and "Average Count" graphs) and 
which can give useful complementary information (Figure 3.11). "Abundance" graphs 
show the average number of birds reported on all checklists within a specified date 
range and region, while "Average Count" graphs show the average number of birds seen 
only in checklists where the species was observed. You can also compare the pattern 
among different years (Figure 3.12). To do so, click the "Change date" button, select a 
range of up to 5 years and check the "Separate years" check-box. Then click the 
"Continue" button to show the resulting graph.   

https://observations.be/species_per_week.php?srt=104&prov=0
https://ebird.org/spain/GuideMe?cmd=changeLocation
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Figure 3.9. Diagram showing the year-round 
phenological patterns of the bird species 

recorded in eBird Spain according to 
complete list data (link). 

 
Figure 3.10. Graph showing the year-round 
phenological pattern of the Pintail in eBird 
Spain using weekly reporting rates (link). 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.11. Graph showing the year-round 
abundace pattern of the Pintail in eBird Spain 

using the weekly average number of birds 
reported in complete lists (link). 

 

 
 

Figure 3.12. Graph based on weekly reporting 
rates showing the year-round phenological 
pattern of the Pintail in eBird Spain in three 

different years (link). 
 
Artportalen (primary countries of operation in EU: Sweden) 
 
The Artportalen system has a quite complete tool to depict phenological patterns. Click 
"Search" in their frontpage main menu and in the search webpage select the desired 
species and time period (many more filtering options are available; Figure 3.13). Then 

https://ebird.org/spain/barchart?byr=1900&eyr=2018&bmo=1&emo=12&r=ES
https://ebird.org/spain/barchart?r=ES&bmo=1&emo=12&byr=1900&eyr=2018&spp=norpin
https://ebird.org/spain/barchart?r=ES&bmo=1&emo=12&byr=1900&eyr=2018&spp=norpin
https://ebird.org/spain/barchart?byr=2016&eyr=2018&bmo=1&emo=12&r=ES&spp=norpin&separateYears=true
https://www.artportalen.se/
https://www.artportalen.se/ViewSighting/SearchSighting
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click on "Histogram" in the "View sightings" menu to show the phenological graph 
(Figure 3.14). The graph depicts the number of observations by week but you can also 
choose to see the number of individuals in order to have some indications about 
numbers. The main drawback of the phenological patterns shown by this tool is that 
they do not compensate for variation in observer effort in any way. Recording of 
complete lists is being planned and, therefore, this should change in the near future.    
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 3.13. The search engine in Artportalen 
has many options to filter the data to be 

shown in the phenological graph (Figure 12; 
link). 

Figure 3.14. The year-round phenological 
pattern of the Garganey in Sweden as shown 

in Artportalen (link). 

 
DOFbasen (primary countries of operation in EU: Denmark) 
 
DOFbasen also provides very useful phenological graphs. Go to the Birds of Denmark 
section (in the frontpage, select "Danmarks fugle" in the "Links" menu), select the 
species of interest using the dropdown menu "Vælg art:" (Danish vernacular names 
have to be used) and finally click the "Vælg art" button (Figure 3.15). A new webpage 
with information on several aspects of the biology of the selected species will be shown, 
including a phenological graph depicting the average number of individuals reported in 
each decade (Figure 3.16). Counts are mandatory in DOFbasen, thus the dataset is large 
and gives good overall information on differences in relative abundance across the year. 
The graphs are currently based on the data collected in the 2008-2014 period but they 
will be updated on an annual basis in the near future (with data up to 2017). Moreover, 
they have the advantage that the data is grouped by decades, the same time periods as 
those used in the KCD document. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.artportalen.se/
https://www.artportalen.se/ViewSighting/SearchSighting
https://www.artportalen.se/
https://www.artportalen.se/ViewSighting/ViewSightingAsChart
https://dofbasen.dk/
https://dofbasen.dk/ART/index.php
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Figure 3.15. The search engine of the Birds of 
Denmark section of DOFbasen (link). 

Figure 3.16. The year-round phenological 
pattern of the Garganey in Denmark as shown 

in DOFbasen (link). 
 
Ornitho (primary countries of operation in EU: Austria, Croatia, France, Germany, 
Italy, Luxembourg, Poland, Spain) 
 
All ornitho portals (cf. Table 3.1) have a tool that is particularly useful since, like 
DOFbasen, it depicts the phenological patterns of any bird species also by decades. You 
have to register to the system since login is required to access the tool, but this is a very 
simple procedure. Moreover, once registered in any given ornitho portal you can already 
login to all other ornitho portals. Once logged in, go to the "Consulting" menu (on the 
left of the frontpage) and click on "The past 2 days" or "Recent observations" in the 
"Sightings" section. A new webpage showing a list of observations will be opened. The 
phenology tool (Figure 3.17) is accessed by clicking any of these symbols  appearing 
to the right of any species name. The tool consists, essentially, of a species 
search/selector menu and a graph showing the total number of observations of the 
selected species in each decade (all years of available data are combined). Similar to 
Artportalen, the main problem with these phenological patterns is that they do not 
compensate for observer effort. However, an improved version depicting also 
phenological patterns based on complete lists reporting rates is expected to be 
implemented by the end of the year.   

https://dofbasen.dk/ART/index.php
https://dofbasen.dk/ART/index.php
https://dofbasen.dk/
https://dofbasen.dk/ART/index.php
https://dofbasen.dk/
https://dofbasen.dk/ART/art.php?art=01910&sorter=a
https://dofbasen.dk/
https://www.artportalen.se/
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Figure 3.17. The year-round phenological pattern of the Garganey in Germany as shown in the 
ornitho.de tool (link; login is required). 

 
3.3. Guidelines on how to use this information in order to help 
define the period of pre-nuptial migration 
 
Phenological graphs and diagrams are powerful tools for visualising the arrival and 
departure times of migrants. However, it's important to note that the phenological 
patterns of any given species is the results not only of the temporal variation in the 
abundance of the species but also of seasonal changes in its 'detectability' (e.g. many 
summer migrants are easily detectable when they arrive to the breeding grounds and 
singing activity is highest but later on, during late spring or summer, they are 
progressively less conspicuous as a result of the reduction in singing activity). 
Moreover, detectability is also affected by observer effort (which varies greatly across 
the year and space) and not all the phenological graphs depicted in the online portals 
equally compensate for this effect.  
 
For a detailed description of the potential and limitations of phenological graphs and 
how to properly interpret them see section 5. Here, we will only highlight some of the 
main advantages and drawbacks that are specifics of using the phenological information 
provided by default in the different online portals.     
 
Advantages 
 

• Three online systems present phenological patterns based on complete lists 
reporting rates (BirdTrack, observation.org and eBird), which are the ones that 
better compensate for observer effort (cf. section 5). 

 
• Two online systems depict the phenological patterns by decades (DOFbasen and 

ornitho), the same time periods used in the KCD document. But unfortunately 
none of them uses complete lists reporting rates. 

 

https://www.ornitho.de/index.php?m_id=81&sp_tg=1&speciesFilter=garga&frmSpecies=92&frmDisplay=Display
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• Some systems show both occurrence and count graphs, giving two 
complementary views that can help to better understand the underlying patterns 
(see also section 5).  

 
• Despite the differences in the way phenological patterns are depicted, the 

systems with phenological tools cover a large area of the continent and, 
therefore, allow comparison of the patterns among neighbouring areas and can 
give an overall view on how migration progresses across its main SW-NE axis. 
These graphs can also be used to provide complementary supporting evidence to 
more detailed analyses undertaken in any given country (for example, to check 
that in a neighbouring country just to the south the arrival of migrants matches 
what should be expected from the more local analyses).  

 
Drawbacks 

 
• Most online systems depict the phenological patterns by weeks intervals, not 

decades, therefore, the information cannot be readily translated to the decades 
format required by the KCD document. 

 
• Several of the phenological patterns depicted by the online portals are not based 

on complete list reporting rates and, therefore, do not compensate for variation 
in observer effort or do so less efficiently. Special attention must be paid, 
therefore, when interpreting these results (see also section 5). 

 
• The available phenological tools will show phenological graphs for all species 

even when sample sizes are clearly too small to provide robust results. Sample 
size should always be taken into account when interpreting these graphs. Note, 
in particular, that for some Member States the data currently available can still 
be too sparse (cf. Table 3.2). 

 
• Even when the graphs depicted by default in the different online portal tools 

give solid information, some expertise is required to make sound interpretations 
(cf. section 5), therefore, it is always recommended to ask for local expert advice 
before drawing final conclusions (cf. section 4).  
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4. The role of EBP local partners to make the best use of 
the online portals data 
 
To get the most of the information collected by the online portals it is necessary to 
have access to the raw data and to undertake specific analysis. The support of the EBP 
partner organisations is, therefore, essential. Most of the EBP partners are well 
established ornithological institutions within their respective countries or regions and 
have long-term experience collecting and/or analysing citizen science data. 

 
4.1 Brief presentation of the EBP partner organizations and their 
background 
 
The information shown in the local online portals can be quite extensive (cf. section 3), 
but as these results are presented using a given format and time resolution they rarely 
contain the exact information required to determine the periods of migration as required 
to update the KCD (e.g. in decades). To make the most of the information collected by 
these portals it is necessary, therefore, to have access to the raw data and to undertake 
specific analysis such as those described in section 5. It is essential, therefore, to obtain 
the support of the EBP partner organisations. 
  
Most of the EBP partners are well established ornithological institutions within their 
respective countries or regions and have long-term experience collecting and/or 
analysing citizen science data. Section 5.2 lists all EBP partners and gives some 
indications of their expertise and field of work (check the relevant websites to obtain 
further details of each partner). However, in general, the key overall benefits of using 
EBP partners’ expertise can be summarized as follows:  
 

1) Direct access and knowledge of the data collected.  
 
On average, the online portal have been running for more than 10 years, and 
therefore, in general the EBP partners already have extensive experience of dealing 
with these kinds of data sources. They are, therefore, in the best position to know 
which are the real possibilities and limitations of this kind of data. Moreover, EBP 
partners have direct access to the raw data stored in their corresponding online 
portals.  
 
2) Experience collecting and managing standard monitoring data.  
 
Most of the EBP partners are also running long-term regional or national standard 
monitoring schemes and participate in the Pan-European Common Bird Monitoring 
Scheme (PECBMS), a joint initiative of the European Bird Census Council (EBCC) 
and BirdLife International (see section 5.2). Moreover, some EBP partners are also 
operating EURING bird ringing schemes. To run ringing and monitoring schemes 
requires important and sustained organizational efforts and expertise in managing, 
summarizing and interpreting citizen science data. Those partners that also run 
EURING schemes also benefit from having direct access to data that can be 
particularly well suited to defining migration periods either alone or in combination 
with online portal data (see section 6). 
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3) Networking. 
 
EBP partners can count on the support of the EBP coordinator, who has been 
directly involved with the preparation of these guidelines, regarding advice on the 
preparation and analysis of their raw data in the context of the KCD update. 
Moreover, EBP partners also form part of other important ornithological 
partnerships (e.g. the BirdLife partnership) and, in many cases, they share a 
common online system (e.g. all those using BirdTrack, eBird, Observation and 
Ornitho portals) therefore, they can quite easily share expertise and information (e.g. 
from neighbouring areas; cf. section 5). On the other hand, since the kinds of 
analyses required are expected to be quite similar across countries they can also 
collaborate as necessary.   
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4.2. List of contacts of the local EBP partners in each Member State and their corresponding online portals 
(version 1.0. 
 
The following table lists the name, website and contact details of all the EBP partners grouped by Member State and their corresponding online 
portal. For each EBP partner, it is also indicated whether it is a EURING scheme, a participant in the Pan-European Common Bird Monitoring 
Scheme (PECBMS) or a BirdLife partner. When none of the EBP partners in a given Member State are also a EURING or PECMBS scheme, the 
relevant contacts of the later are also given. For completeness, the very few countries where there are still no formal EBP partners are also 
included. To ensure that you have the most up-to-date version of this table you can access the current version here.   
 

 

http://eurobirdportal.org/files/EBP_contacts.pdf
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5. Outputs that can be delivered from the data collected by 
the national online portals (EBP partners), their 
limitations and possible solutions  
 
The raw data held by the national portals are the most useful for analyses of migration 
timing in each individual country. These analyses are best developed using 
phenological graphs in which occurrence or abundance of a focal species is plotted 
against date either for a single year or for several years combined. Identifying key 
turning points in such graphs it will usually be possible to obtain reasonably clear 
measures of the start and end of migration periods. However, it has to be stressed that 
the capacity to determine the start and end of the migration periods using phenological 
graphs varies from one species to another or from one area to another due to 
differences in the seasonal variation of the presence of non-migratory birds. Moreover, 
such factors as the variation in recording intensity and detection probability also have 
to be taken very much into account. Though less widely available, the use of breeding 
evidence data collected by the online portals can also be very informative, particularly 
for some migratory species and areas where the start of the breeding season of the 
resident populations can take place prior to the return movements of the migratory 
ones. 

 
5.1. Brief introduction to the advantages of using the raw data 
contained in the local online portals 
 
The raw data gathered through online bird recording are held by the national portals. 
These are the best data to use for analyses of migration timing based on the data from 
individual countries. Where they have the capacity and expertise to do so it may often 
be best to ask the relevant portals to undertake any analyses that are required. Otherwise 
portals will usually have a data request procedure. Online tools for visualising data from 
individual portals are described in section 3 and portal contacts are given in section 4. 
 
Portals are able to provide data on any species, so analyses of Annex II species are not 
restricted to the 28 species included in the EBP viewer. Data are available on a daily 
timescale which is strongly recommended for analytical purposes as outlined further 
below. They can also be summarised by decades, weeks or any other time units as 
required. Wherever possible we recommend that analyses of occurrence should be based 
on complete lists. Where these are not available national portals should make it possible 
to compute a variety of coverage metrics (e.g. 10 km squares or sites visited on a 
particular day, observers recording on a particular day at a particular location) based on 
the full dataset of observations for all species.  
 
Access to the raw data makes it possible to apply a wide range of analyses tailored to 
the particular questions and data set. It also facilitates more detailed investigation of any 
unexpected findings. Where national portals do not have their own analysts they will 
usually be able to facilitate contacts with researchers who have relevant expertise. 
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5.2. Introduction to the use of phenological graphs/tables, 
particularly those based on reporting rates, to determine migration 
periods 

Analyses of phenological graphs currently provide the best method for measuring the 
start and end of migration seasons from bird listing data or casual observations of the 
type gathered by national portals and collated via EuroBirdPortal. Phenological graphs 
show measures of occurrence or abundance of a focal species plotted against date either 
for a single year or for several years combined. By identifying key turning points in 
such graphs it will usually be possible to obtain reasonably clear measures of the start 
and end of migration periods. Variation in relative frequency of occurrence between 
time periods is not always well quantified due to variation in recording intensity and 
detection probability (details below) but nevertheless the starts and ends of the main 
migration periods can be quite easily determined in most cases. Understanding what is 
meant by the migration period is important here since the emphasis of the Key Concepts 
document is on populations and not individuals. There will often be small numbers of 
individuals that do not follow the main migration schedule very precisely, perhaps 
arriving late or departing early. If such individuals are included migration seasons may 
be greatly extended. In general understanding such movements is likely to require 
studies of marked birds (section 7) and there will be many species and populations for 
which appropriately detailed data do not exist. Therefore, analysts should first carefully 
inspect plots of the raw data to exclude outlier and extreme cases and then establish 
when the key turning points that identify the start and end of the migration periods take 
place.  

Furthermore, analyses based on phenological graphs can never detect migration in 
situations where migration is taking place but arrivals approximately balance 
departures, resulting in no detectable change in occurrence or abundance. Similarly 
migration is unlikely to be detected where most individuals are not migrating but there 
is a small throughput of passage individuals. Under these circumstances migration can 
only be detected through studies of marked individuals (section 7).  

The capacity to determine the start and end of the migration periods using phenological 
graphs varies from one species to another or from one area to another due to differences 
in the seasonal variation of the presence of non-migratory birds. Five main patterns are 
commonly observed:  

a) The species is mostly a summer visitor in the given region/country.  
 
In these cases the starting decade of the pre-nuptial migration is very obvious due to the 
absence or scarcity of wintering birds in the area (Figure 5.1). However, to determine 
the end of this migration period is more difficult since the termination of the migration 
occurs when the frequency of breeding birds is also high. 
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Figure 5.1. Seasonal variation in the reporting rate of the European Turtle-dove (proportion of 

complete lists containing the species) in Catalonia (NE Spain). Data from ornitho.cat. 
 

b) Cases where the species only or mostly occurs during migration in the given 
region/country.  
 
In these cases the start and end decade of the pre-nuptial migration period is quite 
obvious since the species is absent or scarce both in winter and during the breeding 
season (Figure 5.2). Anyway, even in these cases, local expert advice and/or additional 
data checking/analyses (see below) can be necessary to make an informed decision 
regarding the exact decade in which migration is considered to start and end. 
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Figure 5.2. Seasonal variation in the reporting rate of the Ruff (proportion of complete lists 

containing the species) in Catalonia (NE Spain). Data from ornitho.cat. Note how the increase in 
the reporting rate during the pre-nuptial migration (roughly decades 5 to 15) is quite obvious 

due to the scarcity of Ruffs in the region outside the migration periods.  
 

c) Cases where the species is present in winter or year-round but much more 
common/abundant during migration. 
 
In these cases, the autumn and spring migration peaks are quite noticeable but, usually, 
additional information and data sources are required to determine the decade in which 
migration starts and ends (Figure 5.3).  
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Figure 5.3. Seasonal variation in the reporting rate of the Song Thrush (proportion of complete 

lists containing the species) in Catalonia (NE Spain). Data from ornitho.cat. In this area, the 
species is more common in winter than during the breeding season, therefore, the final part of 

the pre-nuptial migration period is more marked (note the step descent in the reporting rate 
between decades 7/8 and 11/12). The start is much less clear, however. Although the reporting 

rate seems to start to increase from the more usual wintering plateau values by decade 2, 
without additional information (e.g. ringing data) it is not easy to know when the real pre-

nuptial migratory movements start.  
 
d) Cases where the species is quite common year-round. 
 
In cases where migration does occur but the species is quite equally common all year-
round the migration passage periods often are not readily discernible (Figure 5.4). In 
such cases, other data sources should be used to help identify the migration periods (see 
section 7). 
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Figure 5.4. Seasonal variation in the reporting rate of the Common Woodpigeon (proportion of 
complete lists containing the species) in Catalonia (NE Spain). Data from ornitho.cat. Note the 

lack of any hint of clear migration influxes. Variation in the reporting rate across the year is 
mostly due to differences in detectability (e.g. increasing singing activity during 

spring/summer).   
 

e) Cases where the species is mostly a winter visitor.  
 
In these cases the opposite of the species which are summer visitors occurs (see above). 
Now it is the end of the pre-nuptial migration period that is easily discernible due to the 
lack or scarcity of breeding birds (Figure 5.5). However, the abundance of wintering 
birds makes it more difficult the determination of the exact start of the pre-nuptial 
migration period. 
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Figure 5.5. Seasonal variation in the reporting rate of the Common Teal (proportion of complete 
lists containing the species) in Catalonia (NE Spain). Data from ornitho.cat. The final part of the 
pre-nuptial migration period is quite clearly visible (note the step decrease in reporting rate from 

decades 8 to 12), however, the start of the migration period is more difficult to determine.  
 
 
5.3. How to prepare phenological graphs/tables using raw online 
portals data, and how to use these analyses to assign migration 
periods to decades (modus operandi for experts willing to prepare 
phenological graphs) 

The starting point for analysis should be to obtain daily data on the occurrence measure 
to be used from the country portal or EuroBirdPortal as appropriate. Wherever possible 
we recommend that this should be the proportion of complete lists on which the focal 
species was recorded. If that is not possible then an alternative measure that makes 
some allowance for recording effort should be selected. Measures such as the proportion 
of 10 x 10 km squares or 30 x 30 km squares with bird records on a given day from 
which the species was recorded should be suitable. Similar approaches could be applied 
to counts but we do not discuss this further here because in most cases adequate 
coverage of sufficiently systematic counts will not be available. 

For a simple exploratory analysis next calculate the proportion of lists or sampling units 
containing the focal species for each of the 36 decades for each year. Also tabulate the 
sample sizes (lists in each decade) and check that they are adequate. Then plot separate 
graphs for each year and compare the patterns. If they are reasonably similar then 
producing a graph from the combined data from all years and reading off the 
approximate turning points is likely to be the best approach. If the phenological graphs 
vary substantially between years it may be best to report a range of values for the start 
of migration based on an analysis for each year. Where there is a single year that is 
markedly different from the rest consider reporting one set of figures for the majority of 
years and another for the exceptional one.  

For a more rigorous analysis (recommended) start by plotting graphs of the selected 
daily measure of occurrence against date for each year for which data are available. This 
graph will almost always show substantial fluctuations between days but by fitting a 
smooth curve through the data a robust measure of the underlying pattern should be 
revealed. The best way to do this is to use a spline because this non-parametric approach 
avoids forcing the curve to follow any particular shape. The degree of smoothing is 
determined by the number of degrees of freedom which we recommend setting to 8 
(Newson et al., 2016). If a plot of the daily data and the smoothed curve suggests that 
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there are important features that are not being picked up then the number of degrees of 
freedom may be increased slightly. However note that having too many degrees of 
freedom is likely to incorporate unwanted sampling artefacts. 

Next, check that the annual graphs show similar patterns which will normally be the 
case. In these circumstances, data for each day can be pooled across years and a new 
graph for all years produced. As illustrated in section 5.1 the turning points marking the 
start and end of the migration period can normally be identified by visual inspection. 
There is a more objective protocol for identifying turning points that was original 
developed for analyses of population trends (Fewster et al., 2000; Siriwardena et al., 
1998) and has subsequently been extended to the analysis of phenological curves 
(Newson et al., 2016). This technique should be applied if there is doubt about the 
identification of turning points but it will require more specialist expertise than the other 
analyses recommended here. 

5.4. Determining the start and end decades for the migration period 

For application of the EU key concept approach the start and end decades of the 
migration period need to be determined. Therefore it might be thought that a good 
approach would be to calculate the proportion of lists or squares for each of these ten 
day periods and then use this information to identify the migration period. We do not 
recommend such an approach because the key turning points are best identified from a 
smoothed curve based on daily data which will give the most accurate assessment of 
turning points. The following procedure is therefore recommended, based on the general 
approach outlined above. 

1. Calculate daily measures of occurrence from the raw data 
2. Fit a smoothing spline to the daily occurrence measures, based on 8 degrees of 

freedom 
3. Identify turning points indicating the start and end of spring migration from the 

smoothing spline. These should be measured to the nearest day 
4. Assign the turning points measured from the smoothing spline to decades. 

This approach will give the most accurate assessment, with the final results still 
assigned to decades as required by the key concepts approach. 

If it is not possible to apply this approach for some reason then in straightforward cases 
the start and end of migration may be determined from plots of frequency of occurrence 
against decade as illustrated in section 5.2. However care must be taken to separate 
sampling errors from the main underlying biological patterns and to avoid putting undue 
weight on periods with sparse data. Thus if this approach is applied there are likely to be 
more cases where the onset and end of migration cannot be determined very precisely. 

5.5. The relevance of the data on breeding evidence 

Breeding evidence codes offer a simple means of recording breeding activity. They 
have mainly been developed and used for data gathering associated with breeding bird 
atlases. They allow the recording of breeding evidence that is relatively weak (e.g. 
presence of singing males) through to firm evidence such as the presence of nests 
containing eggs or nestlings. Most portals facilitate the collection of such data (section 
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3.2) but they are often only recorded by proportion of the observers or in relation to 
some specific projects (e.g. Atlas projects). For atlases, observers normally aim to prove 
breeding in each spatial unit (usually a 10 x 10 or 2 x 2 km square) and once that has 
been achieved further data may not be recorded. Thus only some of these datasets are 
suitable for studying breeding phenology. However, since many Atlas projects record 
data using the existing online portals the data gathered by some of them is quite 
extensive.  

Moreover, in a few countries more systematic recording of breeding codes is 
undertaken, and here they may provide particularly useful measures of the start and end 
of the breeding season, based on analytical approaches similar to those used for 
occurrence data. For example using data from Wallonia, Belgium, it was possible to 
identify start and end dates for the breeding seasons of a range of species for which 
successful breeding could be impacted by hedgerow management (Laudelout and 
Paquet, 2017). On the other hand, portals such as Ornitho.cat and Faune-France.org are 
able to provide outputs based on breeding codes that are very useful for determining 
breeding seasons (Figures 3.2 and 5.6). The collation and presentation of such data at a 
European scale still requires further developments in data gathering and analysis but the 
new EBP data standard, which already includes breeding evidence information, is a 
good first step forward in the good direction. 

The breeding evidence information collected by the online portals can be particularly 
useful to determine the end of the period of reproduction and, thus, the opening of the 
hunting season (though if only nestling activity information is available, the period of 
dependence of the young will have to be added). Moreover, since in many areas a 
mixture of different populations with different temporal patterns of migration and 
reproduction overlap, it should be noted that in some cases the first breeding evidences 
of some resident bird populations can occur earlier than the start of the departure of the 
migratory populations. Therefore, in some migratory species and areas, the start of the 
reproduction period rather than the start of the spring migration period could be a better 
determinant of the closing of the hunting season. 

 

Figure 5.6. Evidence for the duration of the breeding season of Lapwings in France based on 
atlas breeding codes. Here these are summarised into three standard categories of possible, 

probable and confirmed breeding and grouped by decade (Faune-France.org). 

 

https://life.eurobirdportal.org/files/New_EBP_data_standard.pdf
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6. What kind of problems could occur and how to solve 
them?  
 
Several problems may arise when attempting to determine migration seasons from 
online portal data. Phenological patterns may be confounded with changes in recording 
effort or variations in detection probability. Moreover, regions or countries with poor 
coverage and small sample sizes may give imprecise results. Phenological variation 
between years also should be checked and taken into account. Finally, some countries 
or regions may be used by multiple populations each of which may have its own 
migration and breeding phenology. 

 
The following problems may arise when attempting to determine migration seasons 
from EBP or national portal complete lists or casual observations. In each case it is 
important that analysts and data users should be aware of the issues and consider their 
implications for the conclusions reached from any specific analysis. 
 
6.1. Phenological patterns may be confounded with changes in 
recording effort 
 
Where all or a high proportion of records comprise casual observations seasonal, 
variation in frequency of occurrence may be confounded with changes in recording 
effort. The use of presence only data, that is data limited to casual observations, 
potentially introduces serious bias into biodiversity datasets. Casual observations may 
be defined as those where no systematic recording protocol is followed and observers 
just note observations that they consider to be of interest. Changes in numbers of 
observations may reflect changes in observer activity rather than true changes in 
occurrence. For example there is often a spring peak in birdwatching activity as 
observers are keen to record the first arrivals of summer visitors (Baillie et al 2006, 
Figure 6.1). Furthermore some observers may record a species when they see it in 
particular circumstances while other observers may not record the species in exactly the 
same circumstances. Where data are of this type it is important that this should be made 
clear and that results should be interpreted with considerable caution. 

 
It is generally possible to convert such data into some form of list structure such as the 
proportion of active observers or visited spatial units (e.g. 10 km squares) from which 
the species was recorded in a given time period (day,week or decade). The development 
of such approaches is an active research area, particularly focussed on the large number 
of non-avian taxa for which large scale surveys are difficult or impossible (Isaac et al. 
2014). It is important that results from such analyses should be cross checked with other 
data sources wherever possible. 
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Figure 6.1. Daily numbers of Swallows reported to an on-line recording scheme during the 
summer of 2003 and the proportion of lists containing Swallows. Fewer records are recorded 

later in the season due to declining observer interest after the return period but this bias is well 
corrected by a measure base on the number of lists containing Swallows. From Baillie et al. 

2006. 
 
6.2. Standard phenology graphs represent some combination of 
variation in occurrence and detection probabilities 
 
Even where data are in the form of complete lists, or can be coerced into a similar 
format, occurrence and detection probability are confounded. An obvious example is 
that migratory songbirds sing very actively when they arrive on the breeding grounds. 
However as the summer progresses the proportion of complete lists recording such 
species declines, not through any reduction in abundance but simple because males are 
more engaged in other aspects of breeding and hence are less conspicuous (Newson et 
al., 2016, Figure 6.2). This drop off in detection is not seen in species such as Barn 
Swallows that are mainly detected by sight. Dispersal of waterfowl or waders across the 
breeding grounds could results in similar effects in some areas. On arrival many birds 
may be concentrated on water bodies where they are easily observed and that are well 
covered by observers. As the breeding season progresses and birds spread out onto 
breeding territories they may become less easy to detect.  
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Figure 6.2. Seasonal variation in the proportion of complete lists containing Willow Warblers. 
Data are for Britain and Ireland from BirdTrack. The timing of spring migration is clear but the 

decline in recording frequency after the initial arrival peak is clearly due to a change in 
detectability not a change in occurrence. 

 
A number of complex models that aim to separate seasonal variation in detection and 
occurrence probabilities have been developed (Roth et al. 2014; Strebel et al. 2014) and 
further developments remain an active research area. However such models are very 
“data hungry” and are time consuming to apply. We do not believe that their application 
would be feasible for a high proportion of the species of interest here within the 
resources that are likely to be available, even where sufficient complete lists exist. 

 
At present the most important point is that those interpreting phenology graphs should 
be aware that they represent some unquantified combination of occurrence and 
detection probabilities. Often the starts and ends of the main migration periods will still 
be reasonably obvious but this limitation must be taken into account and results 
interpreted with appropriate caution.  
 
6.3. For regions or countries with limited observer activity small 
sample sizes may give imprecise results 
 
The most important point here is to examine the sample sizes, ideally in terms of 
complete lists per day or per week. Precision will be influenced by both the number of 
lists and the frequency of occurrence of the focal species. In general graphs of 
proportion of lists or records against date will show substantial fluctuations where data 
are imprecise. If frequency of occurrence is calculated on a daily basis phenological 
graphs may show substantial variation between days even for relatively common 
species (Figure 6.1). We therefore recommend examining phenological graphs with 
occurrence measures calculated on a weekly basis. If these show substantial variation 
between weeks then the data should be treated with appropriate caution. 
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For a more formal assessment of precision it is straightforward to calculate approximate 
confidence intervals for frequency of occurrence measures based on the normal 
approximation to the binomial distribution as documented in standard statistical texts. 
This approximation will not work well with very small sample sizes or when expected 
proportions are very high or very low. However in general it offers a useful assessment 
of likely precision that can be computed very easily. The confidence limits estimated 
using this method may underestimate the width of the confidence interval where 
assumptions such as the independence of lists are violated. Those more experienced at 
statistical analysis may prefer to implement a bootstrap approach. 
 
Nevertheless simple confidence intervals show clearly that measures of frequency of 
occurrence may not always be very precise, particularly where sample sizes are small. 
Predicted precision of frequency of occurrence measures based on different numbers of 
lists and proportions of lists containing the focal species is presented in Table 6.1. This 
shows, for example, that if we have a sample of 200 lists and a reporting rate for our 
focal species of 0.25 we are approximately 95% certain that the true value lies between 
19% and 31%. Similarly for a sample of 500 lists and a reporting rate of 0.75 we are 
95% certain that the true value lies between 71% and 79%. From these simple 
calculations it is immediately apparent that difference of only a few percentage points 
are unlikely to be statistically or biologically meaningful. It also further illustrates the 
benefits of fitting a smoothed phenology curve rather that attempting to estimate turning 
points from measures based on relatively short time periods (weeks, decades) and 
limited sample sizes. 

 
Example graphs of real data on frequency of occurrence in complete lists with 
confidence intervals calculated using the normal approximation to the binomial 
distribution are presented in Figure 6.3. In both years a similar pattern of occurrence 
was recorded, which would be likely to give similar assessments of the start and end of 
the spring migration period. However the individual points show moderate confidence 
intervals, showing that even for this fairly good data set comparisons of occurrence 
frequencies between individual decades require careful interpretation. 
 
Where data are imprecise the problems may be mitigated by using results from 
surrounding areas or by combining inferences from different types of data (e.g. 
observations, nest recording, ring recoveries). 
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Table 6.1. Approximate precision of reporting rate measures based on different sample sizes. 
Precision measures are based on the normal approximation to the binomial distribution and 

should therefore be regarded as approximate. 
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Figure 6.3. Seasonal variation in occurrence frequency of Common Teal from complete lists 
recorded in Catalonia (NE Spain) in 2010 and 2016 using ornitho.cat. 
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6.4. Phenological variation between years should be checked and 
taken into account  
 
It is well established that phenology varies between years in relation to weather, food 
supplies and other environmental factors. Such variation should be checked where 
possible, for example by comparing phenology graphs from different years and 
averaging the results where necessary. For example, review of annual phenology graphs 
derived from EBP for Common Teal across eight countries/regions of Europe revealed 
that between year differences were small and that taking average values across these 
years was therefore appropriate (Figure 6.4). 
 
The most important point here is to start with the expectation that there will be some 
variation in migration timing between years and that normally data should be analysed 
for each year separately. Having estimated the start and ends of the migration periods in 
each year compare them and consider whether any major fluctuations are likely to have 
arisen from well documented environmental conditions such as late springs. Note that 
arrival times may be influenced by conditions in the wintering, passage and destination 
areas. If the observed pattern shows fluctuations of no more than a few weeks and any 
major fluctuations are explicable by documented environmental factors then it should be 
reasonable to average the results, and to report this average together with the observed 
range of annual values. If a single year gives results that are very different from the 
others without any obvious explanation, and the rest show a consistent pattern then that 
year should probably be reported separately from the rest. When dealing with this type 
of ecological variation it is always important to report the results in a clear and 
transparent manner so that policy makers are aware how they have been derived and can 
apply the results appropriately. 
 
In many cases it will be possible to make a reasonable interpretation of phenological 
graphs using the approach outlined here without undertaking a formal statistical 
analyses. If phenology graphs for most individual years show similar patterns within the 
expected range of variation based on approximate binomial confidence limits then it 
will usually be reasonable to combine the results. For example inspection of Figure 6.3 
immediately shows the likely width of binomial confidence limits for individual 
decades based on Common Teal data from one region. Given that level of variation it 
seems unlikely that the graphs for different years shown for Common Teal in Figure 6.4 
show substantial real variation between years. A first step towards checking this would 
be to add binomial confidence intervals to those graphs. A more robust approach to this 
problem is possible and would likely involve computing bootstrapped confidence limits 
for the phenological graphs for each year, based on resampling locations or observers 
with replacement. Such a bootstrap approach could also produce formal confidence 
intervals for the turning points that indicate the start and end of the migration period. 
Turning points would be recalculated for each bootstrap replicate and percentiles of 
these estimates then provide the required confidence interval. 
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Figure 6.4. Phenological graphs for Common Teal from eight countries/regions of Europe 
showing differences between the three years 2014-2016. Reporting rate was calculated on a 

weekly basis and show very similar patterns between years (see text). 
 
 
6.5. Particular countries or regions may be used by multiple 
populations each of which may have its own migration and 
breeding phenology  
 
Normally variation between the migration timing of different populations that use the 
same area can only be accounted for using studies of marked birds (see section 7 
below). Always assess which populations are likely to be present in a particular region 
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at a particular time of year by reference to Migration Atlases and other sources, also 
reporting on any substantial uncertainty over the populations involved. Where multiple 
populations are present in the same country or region at the same time and where the 
populations are relatively similar in size then overlapping distributions of migration 
times should be expected and start and end dates for the different populations should be 
estimated if possible. From the point of view of the Key Concepts approach the most 
important date to estimate will be the start of migratory activity of the population that 
migrates first. Take into account also that in some migratory species and areas, the start 
of the reproduction period rather than the start of the spring migration period could 
better determine the closing of the hunting season (see section 5.5). 
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7. How EURING or other complementary data can 
complement EBP partner’s data 
 
There are important data sources that can be used to complement the information 
provided by the online portals. Data on marked birds from either conventional ring 
recoveries, resightings of colour-marked individuals or tracking are particularly 
relevant since can provide definitive evidence of migration because individuals are 
known to have moved within a given time period. Such information provides an ideal 
complement to measures of overall population shifts based on occurrences and counts. 
On the other hand, when available, the best information on the period of reproduction 
can be provided by nest recording schemes and other, more specialized, 
complementary data sources on breeding behaviour. 

 
7.1. Using data from marked birds to determine migration seasons 

Data on marked birds from either conventional ring recoveries, resightings of colour-
marked individuals or tracking can provide definitive evidence of migration because 
individuals are known to have moved within a given time period. Such information 
provides an ideal complement to measures of overall population shifts based on 
occurrences and counts. This is particularly helpful in situations where some individuals 
start migrating but the extent of movements is insufficient to show readily observable 
population shifts. Where two or more populations are present in the same area they may 
show different migration patterns and timing which are only likely to be revealed 
through studies of marked birds. 

Many data sets on marked birds are now very extensive and they provide the central 
basis of both pure and applied migration research. However, studies must nearly always 
focus on particular study populations or catching locations, so do not offer the relatively 
comprehensive coverage of species and geographical areas that can be provided by 
occurrence data from countries with high observer densities. The different types of 
mark-reencounter data are affected by different features and biases. Some of the most 
important features are noted below but addressing such issues comprehensively is 
beyond the scope of this relatively short advisory document. We recommend that policy 
makers should seek advice and information from specialists in migration research and 
particularly from organizations running bird Ringing Schemes. 

A key first step towards understanding movement and migration patterns and timing of 
a given species within any country is to understand which populations are involved and 
their broad migration routes. It is extremely common to have birds from different 
populations that have different migration routes and strategies present in the same 
country at the same time and understanding this is crucial for the correct interpretation 
of occurrence data. This basic information will normally be available from published 
migration Atlases, supplemented by information from scientific papers and general 
ornithological handbooks.  

Migration Atlases based on ring recoveries have now been published for some 15 
European countries. A list of these publications is kept up-to-date on the EURING 
website. 

https://euring.org/research/migration-atlases
https://euring.org/research/migration-atlases
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Refereed scientific publications are very diverse but most relevant ones are likely to be 
located using an advanced Google Scholar search, for example with species and country 
as key words (https://scholar.google.co.uk/). 

The Migration Mapping Tool was published in 2007 as a result of a study of bird 
movements in relation to the potential transmission of Avian Influenza, funded by the 
European Commission. This on-line tool presents dynamic migration maps and analyses 
of movements based on ring recoveries for 22 species, 18 of which are listed under 
Annex II of the EU Birds Directive. These 18 species are: 

Mute Swan, Greater White-fronted Goose, Greylag Goose, Eurasian Wigeon, Gadwall, 
Common Teal, Mallard, Northern Pintail, Garganey, Northern Shoveler, Red-crested 
Pochard, Common Pochard, Tufted Duck. Common Coot, Northern Lapwing, Ruff, 
Black-tailed Godwit, Black-headed Gull.  

The Migration Mapping tool summarizes movements in relation to 37 countries in and 
around Europe and 14 focal regions:  

• Belgium and the Netherlands.  
• Finland and the Baltic States. 
• France and the Channel Islands. 
• Germany and Denmark. 
• Great Britain and Ireland. 
• Greece, Albania and Macedonia. 
• Hungary and the Balkan States. 
• Iceland and Faeroes. 
• Italy, Switzerland and Austria. 
• Norway and Sweden. 
• Poland, Czech Republic and Slovakia. 
• Romania and others. 
• Russia and Belarus. 
• Spain and Portugal. 

It is therefore well suited to identifying which populations move through particular 
areas and their broad timing of movements. However temporal resolution is only to the 
nearest month so it is not suitable for determining the exact timing of migration periods. 
However any estimates of migration periods derived from other data sources that are not 
consistent with the maps presented should be critically questioned. 

Each country has one or occasionally more Ringing Schemes that co-ordinate bird 
ringing and hold the resulting data. These national Ringing Schemes are generally the 
best initial contact points for information and data based on bird ringing within 
individual member states. The activities of these schemes are co-ordinated at a 
European level by the European Union for Bird Ringing (EURING). Most of the 
resulting ring recovery data that provide data on bird movements are held in the 
EURING databank (EDB). The work of the EDB and of the research areas to which it 
contributes is the subject of a recent review paper (du Feu et al. 2016). The on-line EDB 
index provides listings of the data held in the EDB. 

https://scholar.google.co.uk/
https://euring.org/research/migration-maps
https://euring.org/national-schemes/euring-member-schemes
https://euring.org/
https://euring.org/data-and-codes
https://euring.org/data-and-codes/euring-databank-index
https://euring.org/data-and-codes/euring-databank-index
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In addition to standard ring recoveries based on numbered metal rings found by 
members of the public, hunters and other bird ringers there are many data based on 
resightings of colour marked birds made by specific research teams and by 
birdwatchers. Some of these resighting data are included in national ring recovery 
datasets but many are not. Comprehensive data are generally held by individual research 
groups who will normally be known to national ringing centres. Thus these ringing 
centres will normally be the best initial point of contact (see contact details here). 
Findings from many of these studies are available in the scientific literature. It will not 
normally be practical to investigate all such data but they may be worth exploring in 
relation to specific questions that cannot otherwise be resolved. Many of the resighting 
data on geese and swans are held by www.geese.org while contact points and other 
information on particular schemes and species can be obtained via the European Colour-
ring birding website. 

In recent years there has been an explosion in the number of tracking studies using a 
range of electronic tracking devices fitted to individual birds from simple radio 
transmitters to satellite tags. These studies provide very detailed data on individual 
movements but often cover only a small number of individuals. This is a very dynamic 
area of research resulting in several hundred new papers every year with consequent 
rapid improvements in knowledge. Particularly in recent years such studies have often 
made an important contribution to migration atlases and other overview publications. 
Detailed interpretation of the results often requires specialist advice because they 
depend on a range of rapidly changing technologies that all have their own strengths 
and limitations. Many such datasets are stored in Movebank which provides a data 
repository and many tools for researchers. This is the best starting point for 
investigating what data may be available and establishing contacts with relevant 
research groups. However coverage is not comprehensive. 

Over the next three years the Convention on Migratory Species (CMS) will oversee the 
development of the first component of a Global Animal Migration Atlas. The Eurasian 
African Bird Migration Atlas is being developed and compiled by EURING, working in 
close collaboration with Movebank. The project will include a specific module to 
address the migration seasons of Annex II species. Over this period substantially 
improved information on movement patterns and timing based on studies of marked 
birds will therefore become available for these species. The project is only just starting 
so it will be some time before substantive results are available. Further information on 
the project is available on the EURING website (https://www.euring.org/migraton-
atlas). 

Radars studies, particularly those using large networks of radars, can be another good 
source of information on overall bird movements (Nilsson et al. 2018). Radar 
information has been becoming more accessible thanks to initiatives such as "ENRAM" 
(European Network for the Radar surveillance of Animal Movement), which has been 
working with the European Meteorological Services Network (EUMETNET) to make 
the data from the European weather radar network available to biologists. However, 
unlike the methods based on marked birds, radar studies do not provide information on 
species-specific movements that can be readily used in the context of the Key Concepts 
Document (KCD). Most radars covering large areas only allow images of migrating 
birds to be assigned to very broad groups at best. Even with more precise but localised 
tracking radars metrics such as wing beat frequencies that might aid species 

https://euring.org/national-schemes/euring-member-schemes
http://www.geese.org/
http://www.cr-birding.org/
http://www.cr-birding.org/
http://www.movebank.org/
https://www.euring.org/migraton-atlas
https://www.euring.org/migraton-atlas
http://www.enram.eu/
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identification show substantial overlaps between species (Bruderer et al 2010). 
Nevertheless, the large scale information on migration intensity and migratory 
directions that can be derived from radar studies may help, in the future, to better 
interpret the data on species-specific bird movements provided by  tracking individual 
birds, bird ringing or online bird recording portals. However at the present time this 
should be regarded as an area providing opportunities for further research rather than 
something that is likely to provide rapid answers to applied questions about individual 
species. 
 
7.2. Using data from nest recording and bird ringing to determine 
the onset of breeding 
 
Some online bird portals collect considerable breeding evidence data (see section 5.5), 
however, in several cases the best or more detailed information on the period of 
reproduction is provided by nest recording schemes and other, more specialized, 
complementary data sources. 
 
Country-specific information of the onset of breeding should ideally be available from 
nest recording schemes and from published scientific research on individual species. 
Such information may also be derived from the dates on which chicks or nestlings are 
ringed by taking account of the age of the chicks and hence of the time that is likely to 
have elapsed between nest initiation and ringing. Such measures will inevitably be less 
precise than those derived from focussed nest recording. The availability of large scale 
nest recording data is limited to a small number of countries (below) while estimates 
derived from chick ringing dates require careful interpretation. Hence these sources of 
information are best regarded as being supplementary to those described above. 
 
The onset of breeding may ideally be defined by the occupation of breeding territories 
or the initiation of nest building. However this type of information is not generally 
collected systematically through large scale monitoring schemes. Atlas and 
observational studies often collect information on nest building and this has already 
been used in relation to other applied problems such as the timing of hedgerow 
management (Laudelout and Paquet, 2017). If it is desired to measure breeding 
initiation from the start of territory occupation or nest building then the best approach 
will generally be to obtain estimates of these periods from published studies and to 
combine them with large scale data on the initiation of laying. 
 
Information on the initiation of laying can potentially be obtained from first egg dates 
gathered by large-scale nest recording schemes (Crick, Baillie, & Leech, 2003, Franks 
et al., 2018). However only six countries within the European Union currently operate 
large scale nest record schemes: 
 

• Britain and Ireland – The BTO Nest Record Scheme is the largest nest record 
scheme in Europe and currently gathers over 45,000 nest histories each year. 
The total card collection now exceeds 1.8 million. Further details are available 
here.  

 
• Estonia has had an active nest record scheme since 1959. Further details are 

available here. 
 

https://www.bto.org/volunteer-surveys/nrs
http://www.eoy.ee/projektid/pesakaardid.htm
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• Finland operates a nest record scheme for which details are available here. 
 

• The Netherlands has an active nest record scheme and a collection of over 
900,000 nest record cards, most of which relate to nests found since 2000. 
Details are available here. 

 
• Poland has a nest record scheme that has operated since 1978 and is run by 

Professor Tomasz Wesolowski which has a collection of around 100,000 nest 
histories. Details are available here. 

 
A few other countries have had nest record schemes in the past but they are no longer 
active. Only some nest records data are computerized so there would be large variation 
in the time and resources required to produce relevant analyses. 
 
Detailed information on nesting seasons is also available from many individual 
published scientific studies. These can potentially be located using standard tools for 
searching the scientific literature but the results will usually need to be interpreted on a 
study-specific basis. Such papers may not contain simple measures of the timing of 
breeding or the raw data required to derive them. Thus where substantial sets of nest 
recording or chick ringing data exist in computerized form they are likely to be the best 
source of large-scale information on the onset of breeding and should certainly be used 
wherever possible. Targeted computerization of data and development of more 
systematic recording should be encouraged. 
 
 

https://rengastus.helsinki.fi/tuloksia/Pesakortit
http://s1.sovon.nl/nestkaart_kaart.asp?jaar=2014&perijaar=0&soort=Grutto
http://forest.uni.wroc.pl/index.php/staff/tomasz-wesolowski
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